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This article introduces the LITMUS-MAIN (Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual
Settings-MAIN) and motivates the adaptation of this instrument into Chinese languages
and language pairs involving a Chinese language, namely Cantonese, Mandarin, Kam,
Urdu. We propose that these new adapted protocols not only contribute to the
theoretical discussion on story grammar and widen the evidential base of MAIN to
include more languages in studying bilinguals, they also offer new methods of assessing
language development in young children that have the potential to tease apart the effects
of language impairment and bilingualism and improve the identification of Developmental
Language Disorder. These new protocols are the first tools to be designed for the
dual assessment of language skills in these particular languages, in particular narrative
skills in bilingual children speaking these languages. By catering to under-researched
languages and over-looked groups of bilingual children, these new tools could improve
the clinical management for certain bilingual ethnic minority children such as Urdu-
Cantonese and Kam-Mandarin bilinguals, as well as promote the study of these groups
and their acquisition issues. Advances in understanding the theoretical and acquisition
issues in childhood bilingualism can also be made possible using these new tools.

Keywords: narrative abilities, language assessment, Developmental Language Disorder,
bilingualism/multilingualism, Chinese languages, Urdu, ethnic minority children

INTRODUCTION

Narrative tasks provide a window onto a number of key linguistic abilities in a naturalistic
setting, including knowledge of lexicon, morphosyntax, and pragmatics (Liles, 1993; Botting, 2002).
Narration also involves language use in context, which involves navigating a discourse, other
cognitive skills, and even social skills. In addition to oral language and comprehension skills,
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narrative skills are also important predictors of literacy (e.g.
Torrance and Olson, 1984; Norris and Bruning, 1988; McCabe,
1996; Bliss et al., 1998; Griffin et al., 2004; Wallach, 2008).
These tasks tap onto multiple domains that are deployed in
integration, and are therefore highly useful for assessing language
and cognitive development in young children.

MAIN (Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives,
Gagarina et al., 2019) as a part of the LITMUS (Language
Impairment Testing in Multilingual Settings) battery (Armon-
Lotem et al., 2015) was developed during the European
Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action IS0804
(2009–2013) Language Impairment in a Multilingual Society:
Linguistic Patterns and the Road to Assessment. It was designed
to assess bilingual development and be sensitive to differences
between children with and without Developmental Language
Disorder (DLD, e.g., Gopnik and Crago, 1991; Herbert et al.,
2004; Bishop et al., 2017). Narratives are less biased against
bilinguals, who can generate the basic structure of narratives
even in their weaker language, due to the relatively language-
independent nature of macrostructure skills (Gutiérrez-Clellen,
2002; Pearson, 2002; Altman et al., 2016), while at the same
time differentiating between bilingual children with and without
DLD (e.g., Bishop and Donlan, 2005; Gutiérrez-Clellen et al.,
2009; Duinmeijer et al., 2012). Moreover, MAIN is cross-
linguistically and cross-culturally robust, with more than 200
pictures developed for the task, and has been further modified to
suit different cultural contexts in Africa and Asia and to improve
the scoring scheme based on empirical evidence.

The development of MAIN began with theoretical
conceptualization. Going beyond traditional approaches to
narrative assessment that focus mainly on Story Structure, a
multi-dimensional model of story organization was elaborated
for MAIN, with three dimensions including Story Structure (the
number of story components produced), Structural Complexity
(complexity of combinations of story components), and Internal
State Terms (words and expressions describing the internal or
mental state of characters). This led to real-life plots containing
elements that are appropriate for children and applicable across
different cultures and languages. Pictures depicting these plots
were piloted for 15 languages with over 500 children, along with
accompanying materials such as standardized procedures for
administration, assessment protocols, and scoring guidelines.
The published form of MAIN uses four stories with six picture
sequences each to elicit the telling’ retelling and telling based
upon a model story. Macrostructure elements, which constitute
the story grammar and are relevant to the scoring criteria
(main episodic elements such as number of goals, attempts,
outcomes) are controlled across the four stories (Pearson,
2002). The stories are parallel in content and structure across
the two conditions, so MAIN can yield modifiability scores
by comparing narrative production in the tell versus retell
conditions (Chan et al., 2018). Although this is not a full-fledged
dynamic assessment, the degree of modifiability upon modeling
can be a measure of learning potential, which is more vulnerable
in children with DLD (Peña et al., 2007; Henderson et al., 2018;
Orellana et al., 2019). The pictures were also designed to elicit
Internal State Terms (showing e.g., emotions, mental states,

and perceptual states, e.g., “sad,” “forget,” “hear”) (Miller, 2006;
Kobayashi et al., 2008), which targets cognitive linguistic abilities
that are restricted in children with DLD. Language-specific
microstructure skills can also be evaluated. For each story,
comprehension is tested using 10 pre-determined questions
based on the picture sequences.

Because of the parallel design across stories, bi/multilingual
children can be assessed in each of their languages using a
different language version of MAIN. In addition to enabling
dual assessment of the two languages in a bilingual child, MAIN
incorporates the testing of abilities in both macrostructure and
microstructure, which can help differentiate between bilingual
children with and without genuine language impairments, as
shown in studies such as Altman et al., 2016; Boerma et al.,
2016; Tsimpli et al., 2016; Fichman et al., 2017; Fichman
and Altman, 2019; Gagarina et al., 2019. There is also a
standardized adaptation process (following the guidelines set
out in Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019)1, so that features at the
macrostructural level (e.g., the number and sequence of the story
components Goal, Attempt, Outcome, and Internal States for
each protagonist) are the same across languages; and features
at the microstructural level (e.g., number of coordinating and
subordinating constructions, internal state terms overall, number
of direct speech sentences) are consistent across the stories and as
similar as possible to the English version of MAIN. The pictures
remain the same, with minimal cosmetic changes to characters
where appropriate. MAIN also targets one of the three main
indicators of poor prognosis associated with children with DLD
(Bishop et al., 2017), namely scope of problems as manifested in
multiple domains, so it is particularly suitable for differentiating
between bilinguals with and without DLD. Therefore, MAIN
enables the assessment of important skills in young children, and
addresses the lack of appropriate developmental expectations and
assessment tools for bilingual children. Currently, there are over
70 language versions of MAIN being used in research.

MOTIVATION FOR ADAPTING MAIN TO
NEW LANGUAGES

Currently, the languages targeted in acquisition research
represent only 1–2% of the world’s languages (Lieven and Stoll,
2013). The bias in child language research is also notable, with
58 and 83% of monolingual and bilingual corpora in the Child
Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney,
2000) involving languages from the Indo-European family (Stoll,
2015; Kidd, 2017). This implies that literature and tested
language acquisition theories have limited applicability across
all spoken languages. The clinical basis for assessing language
development is similarly focused on certain languages (typically
Anglo-European oriented), while other languages lack validated,
let alone standardized norm-referenced language assessment
instruments (e.g., Urdu, Kam). Even where standardized
language assessment instruments exist (e.g., for Cantonese,

1An adjusted version of the guidelines can be viewed in Bohnacker and Gagarina
(2020) here: https://doi.org/10.21248/zaspil.64.2020.549.
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Mandarin), the conventional norm-referenced approach in
diagnosing language impairment often is not appropriate for
bilingual children, given that the existing monolingual norms are
not applicable for bilinguals and bilingual norms are often not
available and very time consuming and costly to establish.

Adapting MAIN to under-investigated languages both
research and clinical practice can benefit from, while widening
the evidential base of MAIN. Additionally, this will help
researchers working on these languages who become part of the
international MAIN network. Therefore, four new protocols
of MAIN have been adapted by our research team members
into Chinese languages and language pairs involving a Chinese
language in studying bilinguals, namely Cantonese (Chan et al.,
2020; Gagarina et al., 2019), Mandarin (Gagarina et al., 2019; Luo
et al., 2020), Kam (Gagarina et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020), and
Urdu (Gagarina et al., 2019; Hamdani et al., 2020). Cantonese
and Mandarin are Sinitic languages in the Sino-Tibetan family.
Cantonese is a member of the Yue Chinese dialect group and is
spoken as the lingua franca in Hong Kong, Macau, and certain
places in Guangdong and Guangxi in mainland China. It is
also spoken by large communities of ethnic Chinese around the
world. Mandarin is the main representative of Sino-Tibetan and
Chinese languages, due to the sheer population of its speakers.
It is the national language of China, and an official language
of Taiwan and Singapore, and also of Hong Kong and Macau
under the appellation “Chinese.” It is spoken in overseas Chinese
communities, and its second language learners are also increasing
in number. Kam is a minority language in the Kam-Tai branch
of the Tai-Kadai family2, spoken by Kam ethnic minority people
mainly in south and southwest China. Finally, Urdu is an
Indo-Aryan language that is the national language of Pakistan,
and also spoken in India, the United Kingdom, and Canada, etc.
Urdu is closely related to Hindi and both languages are mutually
comprehensible, but Urdu features significant lexical borrowing
from Arabic and Persian.

The choice of these target languages is grounded in a
number of reasons, firstly dealing with the lack of assessment
materials and research on certain languages with a large
number of speakers, which reciprocally also adds typological
diversity to MAIN, in particular in terms of languages paired
with a Chinese language in bilingual acquisition. Mandarin
and Urdu are among the most-spoken languages in the
world, ranking first and 20th in terms of the number of
first language speakers (918 and 70 million respectively,
Eberhard et al., 2019; Urdu Language, 2019). In addition,
they have a further 199 and 102 million second language
speakers respectively. As for Cantonese, there are more than
73 million first language speakers, including more than 6
million using it as their daily language in Hong Kong (89%
of population, Census and Statistics Department, Government
of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 2018). The
population of Kam-speaking people is at about 2.9 million
(National Bureau of Statistics, People’s Republic of China, 2019).

2The genetic relationship of Kam-Tai languages is still under debate with some
arguing they are Sino-Tibetan languages (Li, 1965, 1973) and others arguing they
are Austronesian languages (Benedict, 1942, 1975, 1990).

The addition of Cantonese, Mandarin, Kam, and Urdu widen
the evidential base of MAIN to include more typologically
diverse languages. There had been no Sino-Tibetan or Tai-Kadai
language versions of MAIN until Cantonese, Mandarin, and
Kam, and Urdu is one of the first Indo-Aryan adaptations of
MAIN. These new language families introduce new structures
and features that will be covered by MAIN’s assessment protocols.
For example, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Kam are isolating
languages. Other typological features that are particularly
relevant to narratives include, for instance, topic-prominence and
argument ellipsis, and the use of bare nominals to introduce
new referents. Urdu uses postpositions, and does not have
articles. These features contrast with the properties of most
languages currently under investigation in similar initiatives
(typically European languages). The canonical word order
(Subject-Object-Verb) of Urdu is also less frequent among
the languages currently covered by MAIN, occurring only in
Turkish (published) and Kurmanji (in development) (excluding
languages that allow for SOV structures in certain contexts), even
though SOV languages make up more than 40% of languages in
the world (Hammarström, 2016). (The canonical word order for
Cantonese, Mandarin, and Kam is Subject-Verb-Object, which
occurs more widely in other MAIN languages).

Given that quantitative and qualitative evaluation of narrative
skills can be assessed via macrostructure and microstructure,
analyses of these new typologically diverse languages might open
new perspectives on the developmental trajectories of narration
in children (and also on narrative skills in adults). Data collected
on these four new languages using MAIN can reveal whether
aspects of narration that were previously found vulnerable to
impairment (e.g., use of internal state terms and referencing
expressions) are similarly affected in other language families, as
well as whether there are any effects of impairment on properties
that are more unique to these new languages, thereby extending
previous work to bilingual speakers in South/East Asia.

Social concerns were also a motivation in the selection of
these new target languages. The inclusion of Kam and Mandarin
enables the study of children from the Kam ethnic minority,
who grow up in a unique social-communicative environment
in mainland China. Some Kam people have a low socio-
economic status, as they come from areas such as Guangxi,
which is an underdeveloped province in China (National Bureau
of Statistics, People’s Republic of China, 2019). Many Kam-
speaking children become “left-behind” as they remain in rural,
even remote areas while their parent(s) move to cities seeking
employment. They are among 7 million “left-behind” children
across China (Ministry of Civil Affairs, People’s Republic of
China, 2018). These children are primarily taken care of by their
grandparent(s) (96% of these children) or other relatives/family
friends (4%), who often have low education levels, do not interact
with children in the same way as parents would, and provide
insufficient support for the children’s language development.
In addition, Mandarin is the national language of Mainland
China, and consequently Kam ethnic minority children grow
up bilingually, with Kam (the minority language) acquired as
the first and family language, and Mandarin as the second
and school language. Since Kam-speaking children grow up
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in communication environments non-conducive for children’s
early language development, an important social concern is the
negative developmental outcomes in these children, such as the
occurrence of behavioral and psychological problems in these
children (see Wang and Mesman, 2015 for a review). However,
the impact of such a developmental environment on their
language abilities has received little attention, with important
questions such as whether the reduced input condition in both
languages would lead to incomplete acquisition in either or
both languages. Therefore, assessment tools that are suitable
for conducting cross-linguistic/cross-cultural comparisons are
needed, in order to document the language outcomes and
learner characteristics of these children and allow comparisons
with age peers in other linguistic or cultural contexts. MAIN
would be an excellent tool for conducting these comparisons.
In addition, bilingual children face a problem of under- or
over-identification of language impairments, and MAIN has the
potential to differentiate bilingual children with and without
DLD, and to better specify the kind of social services needed
(i.e., second language support or direct clinical intervention).
Similarly, the Mandarin protocol has the potential to help address
social issues for the many other Mandarin-speaking bilingual
children, such as ethnic minorities in China and heritage speakers
in countries with other societal languages.

The inclusion of Cantonese and Urdu were also similarly
motivated i.a. by social concern for Urdu-speaking bilingual
children in countries where it is not a main/majority language,
and the lack of tools suitable for assessing children speaking
these languages. In Hong Kong, Urdu is spoken by Pakistanis
(among others), who make up around 16% (13,492) of South
Asian people in Hong Kong (Census and Statistics Department,
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region,
2017). Most of them (>80%) do not use the official languages
of Hong Kong or any of the Chinese languages as their usual
language, so children speaking Urdu at home can only acquire
Cantonese, the lingua franca, in the limited context of school or
society, as a second or additional language. At the same time, they
receive Urdu input at home only, and not in society or school
due to the relatively small number of speakers. Many students
in Hong Kong speaking a language other than Cantonese at
home report difficulties in learning and using Cantonese (e.g.,
Shum et al., 2011), but the development of Cantonese in bilingual
ethnic minority children is vastly understudied (see Cheung
(2017) as a notable exception in recent years). Their Cantonese
development in this particular linguistic environment or the
effects on academic outcomes is poorly understood, and little
is available in terms of language developmental expectations
and appropriate language assessment tools (Yao et al., 2019;
Chan et al., 2020). Therefore, MAIN can help document the
development of language abilities in both Urdu and Cantonese
to inform the developmental expectations for these children. In
addition, existing Cantonese standardized tests are all normed on
predominantly monolingual children, and to date, there are no
standardized tests to assess Urdu-speaking children (not even for
monolinguals), so adapting MAIN to Cantonese and Urdu will
provide the first tools for practitioners to assess the languages
skills of children with Urdu as family or additional language

in Hong Kong, and even potentially children speaking Urdu as
the majority language (in Pakistan), although it has yet to be
norm-referenced.

Additionally, Urdu MAIN can be paired with other language
versions to assess bilinguals speaking Urdu as a minority language
in other countries, such as in the United Kingdom, where
there are 0.4 million first language speakers of Urdu (0.61% of
population, Eberhard et al., 2019) or in the United States, where
there are 0.40 million people using Urdu at home (0.14% of
population, U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). Cantonese MAIN can
also be appropriate for assessing heritage speakers of Cantonese
growing up in countries with a different majority language, such
as the United States, where there are 0.46 million people speaking
Cantonese at home (0.16% of population, U.S. Census Bureau,
2015), Canada, where 0.57 million people with Cantonese as
mother tongue (1.3% of population, Statistics Canada/Statistique
Canada, 2016), or Australia where there are 0.28 million people
speaking Cantonese at home (1.2% of population, Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2017). In sum, the four newly-added
protocols for MAIN will help address concerns for significant
bilingual demographic groups who tend to receive little support
in terms of language development and whose language(s) cannot
be readily evaluated using other existing assessment tools. Last,
but not least, semi-spontaneous data on these four languages in
a heritage context will provide an empirical base for theoretical
research targeting the restructuring of heritage grammars and for
new developments in language change statistical modeling.

The protocols and accompanying introductory articles can be
found here: https://zaspil.leibniz-zas.de/issue/view/55.

DISCUSSION

Adapting MAIN to Cantonese, Mandarin, Urdu, and Kam has a
number of important implications in clinical, social, theoretical
linguistics and other areas as well as language documentation.
First, it will be used in clinical practice and has the potential to
improve assessment, support, and therapy services for bilingual
children across different communities and countries. Speech-
language therapists and educators need to take multilingualism
and multiculturalism into account in their professional practice,
as these bilingual children – especially ethnic minorities – are
increasingly seen on their caseloads in recent years. If there are
measures assessed by MAIN that have been demonstrated to
be sensitive to language impairment in these languages, MAIN
could be directly considered for clinical use. In the least, in cases
when local speech and language therapists in certain countries
are not familiar with one of a bilingual child’s languages that has
a minority status (so dual language testing is not always possible),
language tests suitable for such children allows us to generate
some reference or even norming data to formulate appropriate
developmental expectations for these children.

In an academic context, these tools are part of an initiative
to document the language abilities of ethnic minorities in
different countries, such as South Asian bilingual minority
children in Hong Kong and mainland China, and heritage
speakers of Cantonese and Mandarin in English-speaking
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countries. These new protocols lay the groundwork for further
studies of clinical populations speaking these target languages,
and these instruments can also be used more generally as
inclusionary/exclusionary measures for academic research or
for language profiling. For example, the Urdu and Cantonese
versions of MAIN have been used to assess bilingual children with
and without suspected language impairments, and show promise
to differentiate between the two groups (Chan et al., 2018;
Chan et al., under revision). Another example of using MAIN
in research is Sheng et al. (2020), where there is evidence for
differentiation between Mandarin-speaking children at risk for
DLD and typically developing controls using Mandarin MAIN.

More generally, a range of acquisition issues can also be
studied using MAIN. It allows one or more languages in the same
child to be assessed, in different elicitation modes (including story
telling, story retelling, model story, and comprehension). This
enables extensive comparisons between bilingual children’s dual
languages at both macrostructure and microstructure levels, and
their interfaces. These tools can also promote the study of certain
bilingual ethnic minority children such as Urdu-Cantonese and
Kam-Mandarin bilinguals and their acquisition issues.

There are also theoretical contributions to be made through
studying Cantonese, Mandarin, Urdu, and Kam, as findings based
on these languages could bear on the theoretical themes of
universals and variations in language acquisition, and also allow
theories accounting for phenomena such as language attrition
or heritage language restructuring and input effects to be tested.
These languages also add typological diversity to MAIN, and
in many cases they themselves are under-documented in the
literature, especially for Urdu and Kam.

CONCLUSION

Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives can be used to
assess competence in narrative comprehension and production
in bilingual (and monolingual) children. Adding Cantonese,
Mandarin, Urdu, and Kam strengthens MAIN’s mission to
enable parallel assessment of a bilingual’s narrative abilities in
two languages and broadens the MAIN network of researchers
and practitioners. MAIN is designed to assess multiple facets
of language, and be insensitive to effects of bilingualism
but sensitive to language impairment, which is an advantage
over other standardized tests with monolingual norms. These
new protocols have the potential to allow for differentiation
between bilingual children who are typically developing but
diverging from monolingual peers due to bilingualism, and
those with genuine language impairment. Accordingly, the
appropriate intervention or support could be provided, and
clinical management steered more precisely.

The assessment protocols and accompanying introductory
articles for all four languages are available through open access
to all researchers and speech-therapy practitioners (citations
above). This versatile tool can be easily incorporated into clinical
linguistics studies and other research involving the narrative
abilities of monolingual and bilingual children. Further validation
is required for these new versions of MAIN, such as their

clinical accuracy in differentiating children with and without
language impairment, but meanwhile, these tools and data
gathered using them will form the foundation for less biased
assessment of language acquisition in bilingual children as well
as the identification of language impairments. It is also hoped
that creating these new resources that are suitable for overlooked
or disadvantaged children will promote equal access to support
for learning and development, and highlight the issues faced
by such children.
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